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Hierarchical Cooperative Control Framework of Multiple
Quadrotor-Manipulator Systems
Hyunsoo Yang and Dongjun Lee
Abstract— We propose an hierarchical control framework
for multiple cooperative quadrotor-manipulator systems, which
allows us to endow the common grasped object with a userspecified desired behavior (e.g., trajectory tracking, compliant
interaction, etc.). To achieve this, our control framework consists of the following hierarchical layers: 1) object desired behavior design; 2) optimal cooperative force distribution; and 3)
individual quadrotor-manipulator control based on object stiffness model, which can also take into account different dynamics
characteristics of the (slower/coarse) quadrotor-platform and
the (faster/fine) manipulator. Simulations of object transport
and compliant interaction with three quadrotor-manipulator
systems are performed to illustrate the theory.
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Fig. 1. QM system with m-DOF arm: p = [x; y; z] is quadrotor platform’s
center position, pe = [xe ; ye ; ze ] the end-effector position, λ the thrust
force input and pL is the center-of-mass position of the total QM-system.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The quadrotor platform has attracted extensive attention
from researchers in the academia and the industry alike,
with many strong results proposed particularly for the motion
control of the quadrotors [1]–[5]. Although many number
of useful applications (e.g., aerial photography, surveillance,
entertainment, etc.), this pure motion control of the quadrotor
is restricted to “passive tasks” with no physical interaction
with objects or external environments, and we believe that, to
be truly a versatile robotic platform, it is necessary to endow
this quadrotor platform with the ability of manipulation
and/or physical interaction.
Some attempts have been made along this line, particularly utilizing simple interacting/manipulating mechanisms
to circumvent the quadrotor’s limited payload (typically few
hundreds grams), e.g.,: 1) operation using a simple unactuated tool (e.g., screw-driver) attached on the quadrotor
[6], [7]; 2) operation using a simple gripper attached on the
quadrotor [8]; and 3) payload transport using cable attached
to the quadrotor was proposed in [9]. Although promising
in terms of its mechanical simplicity and light weight, such
simple tool, gripper or cable, yet, can only provide limited
manipulation capability due to the lack of their actuation.
Aiming for dexterous aerial manipulation, quadrotormanipulator (QM) systems have been recently considered
(e.g., [10]–[15]). See Fig. 1. One of the key challenges in
deploying this QM system is that its dynamics is fairly
complicated with large degree-of-freedom (DOF) and the
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nonlinear dynamic quadrotor-manipulator coupling, while
the control design itself is also hindered by the underactuation of the quadrotor platform. Perhaps, due to this
difficulty, majority of the QM system control results either
considered the quadrotor and the manipulator separately with
their dynamic coupling considered as disturbance (e.g., [10],
[11]); or simplified the QM system to be fully-actuated
kinematic/dynamic systems while not explicitly taking into
account the quadrotor’s under-actuation into their control
design (e.g., [12], [15]). To address this dynamic complexity,
in [16], we revealed that, albeit seemingly complicated, the
QM system dynamics is in fact composed of the completelydecoupled centroid translation dynamics and the internal
(or shape) dynamics (of the quadrotor’s rotation and the
manipulator’s joint angles), with the former assuming the
form of the standard under-actuated quadrotor dynamics
and the latter the form of the standard fully-actuated robot
dynamics (with no gravity). Exploiting this decomposition,
in [16], we could also design a backstepping end-effector
tracking control in a fairly straightforward fashion.
This QM system, yet, if deployed alone, would still suffer
from the problem of limited payload (e.g., for AscTecr
Pelican with 500g manipulator, remaining payload would be
only around 100g). Multiple cooperative QM systems would
then resolve this payload problem while also providing
redundancy and manipulability unattainable by a single QM
system. Results on these multiple cooperative QM systems,
however, are very rare, perhaps due to the aforementioned
dynamics complexity of even a single QM system. In fact, to
our knowledge, all the results on aerial cooperative manipulation have been restricted to the quadrotors equipped only
with simple tool, gripper or cable with some of them even
assuming the quadrotors to be quasi-static (e.g., [17], [18],
[19] , [20]).
In this paper, standing upon our recent result on the
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dynamics and control of the single QM system [16], we
propose a novel hierarchical cooperative control framework
for multiple dynamic QM systems, which can endow the
cooperatively-grasped object with an user-specific target behavior according to various task objective. Our proposed
control framework is hierarchical and also modular with the
following layers/sub-modules (see Fig. 2):
• Object behavior design, which computes the required
wrench for the cooperatively-grasped object to achieve
the user-specific target behavior according to task objectives (e.g., trajectory tracking, velocity-field following,
compliant interaction, etc.);
• Optimal cooperative force distribution, which optimally assign contact force of each QM system to
cooperatively achieve the desired object behavior, while
minimizing a certain cost function and respecting the
friction-cone constraints to prevent slippage; and
• Individual QM system control, which extends the endeffector position control of [16] for the admittance-type
contact force control of each QM system with unknown
object stiffness model and force sensor/estimator [21],
while also explicitly taking into account the different
dynamics characteristics of the (slower/coarse) quadrotor and the (faster/fine) manipulator.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. System
modeling of a single QM system is presented in Sec. II,
with a brief summary of the dynamics decomposition and
end-effect position control in [16]. Our proposed hierarchical
control framework and its constituting layers are presented
in Sec. III with relevant simulation results. Sec. IV then
concludes the paper.
II. P RELIMINARY
A. Dynamics Modeling of QM System
In this paper, we deal with the cooperation of N QM
systems, each with multi-DOF serial-link manipulator. See
Fig. 1. The configuration of a single QM system can then
be given by
q := [p; φ; θ] ∈ <n , n := 6 + m
where p = [x; y; z] ∈ <3 is the quadrotor platform’s centerof mass in the inertial NED-frame, φ = [φr ; φp ; φy ] ∈ <3
is the roll/pitch/yaw angles of the quadrotor, and θ =
[θ1 ; · · · ; θm ] ∈ <m is the joint angles of the manipulator.
The QM-system is under-actuated, that is, the control
action for the QM-system is given by
τ = [−λRe3 ; τφr ; τφp ; τφy ; τ1 ; ...; τm ] ∈ <n

(1)

where λ ∈ < is the thrust force, R(φr , φp , φy ) ∈ SO(3)
is the rotation matrix of the quadrotor parameterized by
(φr , φp , φy ), e3 = [0; 0; 1] is a basis vector representing the
D-direction, and (τφr , τφp , τφy ) and τi ∈ < are respectively
the quadrotor’s roll/pitch/yaw torques and that of each manipulator joints. r = [φ; θ] ∈ <3+m is fully-actuated with the
torque input (τφr , τφp , τφy ) and τi , while p = [x; y; z] ∈ <3

is under-actuated with only the thrust force input λ, whose
direction is fixed to the quadrotor body-fixed D-direction.
From the kinetic energy κ = 12 q̇ T M (r)q̇, where M (r) ∈
n×n
<
is inertia matrix, and the gravitational potential energy
ϕ(q), Lagrange dynamics of the QM-system is given by
M (r)q̈ + C(r, ṙ)q̇ + g(r) = τ + f

(2)

where C(r, ṙ) ∈ <n×n is the Coriolis matrix with Ṁ −
2C being skew-symmetric, g(q) = ∂ϕ(q)/∂q ∈ <n is the
gravitational force, τ ∈ <n is the control action (1), and
f ∈ <n is the external disturbance. Note that inertia matrix
M (r) is only a function of r due to symmetry in E(3), thus
dynamics is symmetric w.r.t. p if no gravity is present.
B. Dynamics Decomposition and Control of QM System
In [16], we showed that the QM system dynamics (2) is
in fact composed of the following two decoupled dynamics:
mL p̈L + gL

= τL + fL

(3)

ME (r)r̈ + CE (r, ṙ)ṙ

= τE + fE

(4)

where pL ∈ <3 is the center-of-mass position of the total
QM system with mL > 0 being its mass; r = [φ; θ] is the
internal rotation with ME (r), CE (r, ṙ) ∈ <(3+m)×(3+m)
being its inertia and Coriolis matrices respectively with skewsymmetric ṀE − 2CE ; gL ∈ <3 is the gravity vector, τL =
−λRe3 ∈ <3 and τE ∈ <3+m are the (under-actuated) thrust
input for pL and the fully-actuated control for r; and fL ∈
<3 , fE ∈ <3+m are transformed external disturbances.
This dynamics decomposition (3)-(4) possesses the following remarkable properties: 1) the two dynamics are completely decoupled from each other with no inertial, Coriolis
and gravity couplings; 2) the center-of-mass pL dynamics (3)
has the form of the standard under-actuated quadrotor dynamics with τL = −λRe3 ; 3) the internal rotation dynamics
(4) has the form of the standard fully-actuated manipulator
dynamics; and 4) gravity effect shows up only in (3) and not
in (4). This decomposition structure (3)-(4) turns out to hold
for general vehicle-manipulator systems (e.g., underwater
ROV with arm, space robot equipped with manipulator, etc.).
This decomposition (3)-(4) also generalizes the concept of
virtual manipulator in [22] to the case with the gravity.
In [16], exploiting the dynamics decomposition (3)-(4). we
proposed a trajectory tracking control for the QM system’s
end-effector position pe ∈ <3 , which can be written as
ṗe = ṗL + B(r)ṙ

(5)

where pL and r are respectively the QM system centerof-mass position and the internal rotation, whose dynamics
are decoupled in (3)-(4), and B(r) ∈ <3×(m+3) is a
Jacobian-like matrix from ṙ to ṗe with the inertial parameters
embedded in it. Then, differentiating (5) and individually
incorporating (3)-(4), in [16], we could design the control
generation equation to achieve pe → pde s.t.,
τL + mL BME−1 [τE − CE ṙ] =
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−γep − αeL + gL + mL [p̈de − k ėp −

dB
ṙ] (6)
dt

Fig. 2. Hierarchical cooperative control framework of multiple QM systems

where γ, α, k > 0 are control gains, ep := pde − pe , and
eL := ṗdL − ṗL with ṗdL := ṗde +k(pde −pe )−B(r)ṙ. Satisfying
this control equation (6) then guarantees that (ep , eL ) → 0
exponentially [16].
In the control generation equation (6), τL = −λRe3
cannot be arbitrarily assigned due to the under-actuation.
However, τE ∈ <m+3 is fully-actuated, thus, similar to the
case of redundancy resolution, can be utilized to satisfy (6)
even with the under-actuated τL . Exploiting this redundancy,
in [16], we suggest to allocate the control to τL and τE s.t.,
τLd = −γep − αeL + gL + mL [p̈de − k ėp −
mL BME−1 [τE

dB
dt ṙ

− ζ(r)] (7)

− CE ṙ]

= −γep − αeL + gL +

(8)
mL [p̈de

− k ėp −

dB
dt ṙ]

− τL

where, in (7), τLd is the desired thrust input, whereas, in (8),
τE is set to satisfy the control equation (6) even if τL 6=
τLd due to the under-actuation, while τE in the nullspace of
BME−1 is utilized to align the quadrotor orientation to that
of τLd . Also, in steady-state with τL → τLd , we have, from
(7)-(8), mL B(r)r̈ → ζ(r), which can encode a certian subtask (e.g., singularity avoidance, etc.). This control allocation
(7)-(8) then allows us to achieve the end-effector trajectory
tracking pe → pde even in the presence of under-actuation
with τL → τLd and the steady-state sub-task ζ(t).
For our hierarchical cooperative control framework, in Sec.
III, we will extend this position control (6) to enable each
QM system to exert their desired contact force by using (uncertain) object stiffness model and force sensing/estimator,
while also explicitly incorporating slower/coarse quadrotor
dynamics and faster/fine manipulator dynamics.
III. H IERARCHICAL C ONTROL F RAMEWORK FOR
M ULTIPLE QM S YSTEMS
For the cooperative control of multiple QM systems, here,
we adopt an hierarchical and modular approach, where an
hierarchy is constructed from the highest-level task (i.e.,
object behavior design such as object transport or compliant
interaction between the grasped object and external environment) to the middle-level task (i.e., optimal distribution of the
resultant object wrench for generating the target object behavior to each QM system’s end-effector) and to the lowestlevel task (i.e., individual QM system admittance-type endeffector force control to realize the optimally-assigned contact force), while also each layer can be modified/replaced
according to task objectives. See Fig. 2. In the following, we
will discuss each component of this hierarchical cooperative
control framework in details.
A. Object Behavior Design
As stated above, depending on the task objective, the
cooperatively-grasped object should exhibit a certain desired

behavior such as trajectory tracking, compliant interaction,
etc. The goal of the object behavior design block of our proposed control framework is to determine the object wrench
to achieve the designated target behavior of the object. For
this, we assume that the grasped object is a 6-DOF rigidbody, whose dynamics is given by:
mo p¨o + mo g = fo + fext
I w˙o + wo × Io wo = τo + τext
where mo ∈ <, Io ∈ <3×3 are the mass and moment
of inertia of the object, po , wo ∈ <3 are its position and
angular velocity, fo , τo ∈ <3 are the resultant force and
torque exerted by the N QM systems’ end-effectors, and
fext , τext ∈ <3 are its interaction force/torque with external
environments.
We can then design fo and τo to achieve some desired
behavior of the grasped object. For instance, impedance
interaction at the object center-of-mass with scaled apparent
inertia with rotational spring behavior can be achieved by
fo = αfext + mo g + mo p̈do + D(ṗdo − ṗo ) + K(pdo − po )
τo = −γwo − σ[RdT Ro − RoT Rd ]∨
where α is to scaling the apparant mass of the object at its
center-of-mass, fext is external force which may be obtained
by force sensor or disturbance observer [21], pdo ∈ <3 is the
desired object trajectory, D, K ∈ <3×3 are the symmetric
and positive-definite damping and spring gains, Rd is the
set-rotation for the rotational spring, γ, σ are the damping
and the rotation stabilization gain for rotation dynamics and
[·]∨ denotes the operation so(3) → <3 [23]. This impedance
type behavior can be used for physical interaction tasks with
external environment, humans or another objects by changing
its parameter to behave lighter/softer (i.e., low impedance)
or heavier/stiffer (e.g., high impedance) than the original
system. Note that, for such physical interaction tasks, we
typically have small (p̈o , ṗo , wo ). Also note that with α = 0
or (fext , τext ) ≈ 0, which typically true for the transport
operation, the object transport can be achieved.
B. Optimal Cooperative Force Distribution
To realize the desired object wrench, Fo := [fo ; τo ] ∈
<6 , as designed in Sec. III-A, we then need to determine
d
the contact force fo,i
∈ <3 exerted by each QM system’s
end-effector on the grasped object. For this, we utilize the
following Jacobian relation between the object wrench Fo
and the end-effector force fo,i s.t.,
Fo = Jo f¯o

(9)

where Jo ∈ <6×3N is the object Jacobian and f¯o =
[fo,1 ; · · · , fo,N ] ∈ <3N is the collection of the end-effector
contact forces of all the QM systems, with fo,i ∈ <3 being
the end-effector contact force of the i-th QM system, which
contains both the normal and shear/friction forces as shown
in Fig. 3. Here, we assumed that the contact between each
QM system and the object is the point contact with friction
and without moment transmission. The case of more general
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contact scenarios will be studied in a future publication.
Then, the end-effector force fo,i can be decomposed with
respect to the object surface s.t.,

f o,i

f n,i

fo,i = fn,i · un,i + fs1,i · us1,i + fs2,i · us2,i

minfs ,fn

α1 fsT fs + α2 fnT fn

subject to

Fo = Jo N fn + Jo T fs
q
2
2
fs1,i
+ fs2,i
≤ µfn,i , i = 1, 2, · · · N

(10)

where α1 , α2 > 0 are the weights, fn := [fn,1 ; · · · ; fn,N ]
∈ <N and fs := [fs1,1 ; fs2,1 ; · · · ; fs1,N ; fs2,N ] ∈ <2N are
respectively the collections of the normal and shear friction
force components of fo,i w.r.t. the object contact surface,
µ > 0 is the static friction coefficient, and N ∈ <3N ×N and
T ∈ <3N ×2N respectively identify the tangential and normal
directions with their expressions given by
T = diag(us,1 , · · · , us,N ).

where us,i = [us1,i , us2,i ] ∈ <3×2 is the collection of the
i-th QM system’s tangential directional unit vectors.
For this constrained optimization problem, we choose
α1 > α2 > 0 to ensure the shear/friction force fs,i to be
low to have a better margin against the contact slippage,
while also simultaneously preventing excessively large normal contact force. Note also that: 1) the equality constraint
of (10) is merely a different representation of the object
Jacobian relation (9), whereas the inequality constraint in
(10) is to enforce the friction-cone condition to ensure noslip contact. This optimization problem is convex and has the
structure of force optimization problem (FOP), thus this can
be formulated as a semidefinite programming problem (SDP)
or a second-order cone problem (SOCP) [24], [25]. This FOP
can be solved by standard numerical optimization method,
however, to solve more faster depending on tasks, problem
should be customized (e.g., dual problem [25]) rather than
general SDP or SOCP. But, in this paper, for the case of
three QM systems and not agile motion in III-D, standard
method is sufficient to provide real-time solution.
Each individual QM system should then be able to exert
this optimally-distributed contact force fo,i . For this, we
may attempt to devise a direct end-effector force control,
which, yet, may not be straightforward to design here due
to the presence of the quadrotor under-actuation along with
the actuation redundancy of the QM system. Moreover, in
practice, the robotic manipulator, which can be attached on

us1,i

f o,i

f e,i

f s1,i

where un,i , us1,i , us2,i ∈ <3 are the normal and tangential
directional unit vectors, which are orthogonal with each
other; and fn,i , fs1,i , fs2,i ∈ < are the magnitude along each
direction. See Fig. 3.
Here, in (9), Jo ∈ <6×3N is typically a fat matrix
(3N > 6). Therefore, the solution of f¯o of (9) is not
unique with different “internal/null-space forces”. Moreover,
the contact force of each QM system should satisfy the
friction cone constraint [24] to maintain the contact while
avoiding slippage. We now formulate this problem of finding
f¯o as the following constrained optimization problem:

N = diag(un,1 , · · · , un,N ),

pe,i-po,i

un,i

f s2,i

object

us2,i
pe,i

(a) Contact force decomposition
Fig. 3.

end-effector

po,i

(b) Object stiffness model

Contact force decomposition and object stiffness model.

the quadrotor platform, would likely have non-negligible
joint friction. Even further, given the hardware and control
precision limitations of currently available quadrotor platforms, the achievable speed of the cooperative manipulation
of the grasped object would be rather slow. Due to this
reason, in this paper, we adopt the admittance-type force
control and, for that, in Sec. III-C, we will extend the position
control law (6) to the case of uncertain object deformation
model, while also explicitly taking into account the different
dynamics characteristics of the quadrotor platform and the
robotic manipulator.
C. Force Control of QM System with Object Stiffness Model
To derive the admittance-type end-effector force control
for each QM system, similar to [26], here, we assume that
the deformation of the object is small so that it can be
approximated by the linear stiffness model, i.e.,
fe,i = −Ko (pe,i − po,i )

(11)

where fe,i ∈ <3 is the contact force exerted by the object to
the QM system’s end-effector with fe,i = −fo,i , pe,i , po,i ∈
<3 are respectively the positions of the end-effector and
the (undeformed) contact point of that end-effector on the
grasped object, and Ko ∈ <3×3 is the uncertain stiffness
matrix. Here, we also assume that the deformation associated
with each QM system’s end-effector is independent from
each other.
To achieve the admittance-type contact force control, we
now design the evolution of the end-effector target position
pde,i ∈ <3 s.t.,
Z
d
d
d
ṗe,i := k1 (fe,i − fe,i ) + k2 (fe,i − fe,i
)dt + ṗo,i (12)
where k1 , k2 > 0 are the PI control gains, fe,i is the
contact force feedback, for which we assume force sensor
or disturbance estimator for each QM system [21], and
d
fe,i
∈ <3 is the desired contact force assigned by the optimal
cooperative force distribution algorithm (10). Here, note that
we can compute po,i with the position and orientation sensing
of the object center with the information on its undeformed
shape.
Theorem 1 Consider the N multiple cooperative QM systems with each of their dynamics given by (3)-(4) and their
d
desired end-effector force given by fe,i
(i.e., from (10)).
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Suppose that the object acceleration p̈o and the rate of
d
change of each QM system’s desired contact force f˙e,i
are
bounded. Then, if we set the control τL , τE s.t.,
mL BME−1 [τE

dB
dt ṙ]

(13)

d
where ef := fe,i − fe,i
, p̈ˆde,i = p̈de,i + η with bounded
η, γ, β,  > 0 and  < k1 · λmin
R [Ko ], (ef , ef I , ėp ) is
ultimately bounded, where ef I := ef dt + f˙d with f˙d :=
d
(1/k2 )Ko−1 f˙e,i
and ep := pe,i − pde,i .

Proof: Using the object stiffness model (11) and the
evolution equation (12), we have
d
ėf = −Ko (ṗde,i − ṗo,i ) − Ko ėp − f˙e,i
Z
d
= −k1 Ko ef − k2 Ko ef dt − Ko ėp − f˙e,i

(14)

From this, let us define the following Lyapunov function
candidate:
1
1
V1 := eTf ef + eTfI k2 Ko ef I + eTf ef I
2
2
where  is a small constant to make V1 to be positive-definite
and to be determined below. Then, using (12)-(14), the time
derivative of V1 is given by

T 


dV1
ef
k1 Ko − I3 21 k1 Ko
ef
=−
1
ef I
ef I
k1 Ko
k2 Ko
dt
| 2
{z
}
:=Q

i e 
f
+ f¨d k2 Ko f¨d
− ėTp Ko (ef + ef I ) (15)
ef I
h

where Q > 0 for small enough  < k1 ·λmin [Ko ]. To proceed
more, again, we define Lyapunov candidate function V2 :
1
ėp Ko ėp
V2 := V1 +
2γ

Using this relation, time derivative V̇2 becomes

T 

dV2
β
ef
ef
=−
Q
− ėTp Ko ėp
ef I
ef I
dt
γ

h
i
1
e
f
+ f¨d Ko k2 f¨d
+ ėTp Ko η̄
ef I
γ

d
d
where ëp = p̈e,i (τL , τE ) − p̈de,i (f˙e,i , f˙e,i
, fe,i, , fe,i
, p̈o,i ). The
first term is extended by dynamics (3)-(4) and (5) where

1
[τL + fL − gL ] + BME−1 [τE + fE − CE ] + Ḃ ṙ.
mL
(17)

In the second term of ëp , p̈de,i is given by parameters in
the parenthesis. fe,i is known from force sensor/estimator,
d
d
f˙e,i
, p̈o,i assumed to be bounded by assumption and fe,i
is
known from optimal cooperative force distribution. Then, all
the parameters in the parenthesis are known or bounded, thus,
we can write p̈de,i = p̈ˆde,i − η where p̈ˆde,i is estimated from
known parameter or numerically calculated and η is bounded
remained term. From this, control generation equation (13)

(18)

(19)

d
which is bounded. Then, all the
where η̄ = η − k12 Ko−1 f˙e,i
terms, which are not negative definite, are bounded, thus
are (ef , ef I , ėp ) are ultimately bounded by control (13).

Note from Th. 1 that we can guarantee the desired force
tracking by enforcing (13), even if the object stiffness Ko
is unknown. Note also that, in the control input (13) with
the target position dynamics (12), there is no usage of the
object stiffness Ko . This proposed admittance-type force
control (13) shares the similar development idea with the
position tracking control of [16] (i.e., (7)-(8)). Yet it has been
extended from (7)-(8) by incorporating the (unknown) object
stiffness model Ko , the target position evolution equation,
and the cross-coupling term (i.e., ) to guarantee ultimately
d
d
boundedness even in the presence of (inaccessible) f˙e,i
, f¨e,i
.
We further modify this admittance-type force control here
to explicitly into account the different dynamics characteristics of the (slower/coarse) quadrotor platform and the
(faster/fine) robotic manipulator. More precisly, we assign
the desired control generation equation (13) into the (underactuated) quadrotor thrust control τL = −λRe3 and the
(fully-actuated) internal rotation dynamics control τE s.t.,
τLd = gL + mL [LPFwc (σ) [p̈ˆde ] − β ėp − ζ(r)] − fL
mL BME−1 [τE

Time derivative is derived using (3), (4),

T 
 h
i e 
dV2
ef
ef
f
¨
¨
=−
Q
+ fd k2 Ko fd
ef I
ef I
ef I
dt
1
(16)
− ėTp Ko [γ(ef + ef I ) − ëp ]
γ

p̈e,i =

1
d
) − β ėp .
p̈e,i − p̈ˆde,i = γ(ef + ef I − Ko−1 f˙e,i
k2

mL BME−1 fE

− CE ṙ] = −fL −
Z
d
ˆ
+gL + mL [p̈e − β ėp − γ(ef +  ef dt) −

τL +

can be equivalently represented as following equation using
(3)-(4) and (17)

− CE ṙ] = −fL −

(20)

mL BME−1 fE
Z

+gL + mL [p̈ˆde − β ėp − γ(ef + 

− τL
dB
ef dt) −
ṙ] (21)
dt

where LPF is a low pass filter operator and wc (σ) is the cutoff frequency of this LPF, which we define to be a function
of the manipulability σ of the robot manipulator [27]. Also,
similar to (7), here, we design the desired thrust input τLd via
(20), which will be achieved by using the internal rotation
control τE in the null-space of BME−1 , whereas the other
components of τE can still guarantee the control generation
equation (13) even if τL 6= τLd via (20)
Here, additional terms are introduced by external force
fL , fE from interaction with the grasped object. We design
the control input τL and τE (20)-(21) to cancel out these
external forces fL , fE . Physically, fL affect the dynamics
of the total QM system’s center-of-mass position, so that
thrust τL should resist fL . On the other hand, fE perturbs the
quadrotor rotation and the manipulator configuration, thus,
τE is used to cancel out fE to maintain its posture.
Our proposed force control should also allow each QM
systems to maintain its non-singular posture. For instance,
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when the QM system manipulates, the quadrotor platform
should to keep a certain distance from the object for safety
and the manipulator needs to recede from singular configuration which can cause instability. For this, the subtask ζ(r)
utilized.
In (20), the low pass filter (LPF) is only applied to p̈de ,
because gravity should be maintained by thrust τL and other
terms are cancelled out or converge to small bounded value
by Th. 1. Then, the LPF in the control equation (20) assigns
low frequency slow motion to quadrotor platform via τL ,
then, the remained trajectory, which is high frequency component after substituting low frequency component, would be
assigned to manipulator via τE . But, some infeasible desired
motion can be generated without kinematic consideration.
Since the manipulability is an index for measuring singularity, we propose to adapt the cut-off frequency depending on
the manipulability using following relation
max
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where wc,min is the minimum cut-off frequency, σ is manipulability, σmax is maximum value of the manipulability.
From this equation, more specifically, if this manipulability
σ is sufficient (i.e., σ ≈ σmax ), the cut-off frequency of
the LPF is set to be lower and almost all the motion would
be assigned to the robotic manipulator via τE . On the other
hand, near the singularity σ ≈ 0, the cut-off frequency will
be set to be higher and almost all the motion would be
assigned to the quadrotor platform via τL .
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Fig. 4. Snapshots of the object pushing task using the multiple QM system
under admittance-type force control with force profile.
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Fig. 5. Snapshots of the object transport using cooperative QM systmes
control of compliant behavior with unknown mass and parameter adaptation.

D. Simulation
We perform two simulations using our proposed
cooperative control framework. Here, the inertial parameter
of quadrotor are m0 = 2kg and (Ixx , Iyy , Izz ) =
(1.24, 1.24, 1.24)kg · m2 which are similar with AscTecr
Pelican. 2-dof manipulator’s inertial parameters are
(m1 , m2 ) = (0.5, 0.4)kg and moment of inertia is assumed
as cylinder and its length is (l1 , l2 ) = (0.4, 0.3)m.
Manipulator parameters are larger than real system to see
dynamics effect. Moment of inertia is usually inaccurate,
even though we can measure exact mass and length of the
manipulator, thus, we add 20% error in the moment of
inertia. Mass and stiffness of the object in the simulation,
Fig. 4-5, are mo = 0.4kg, ko = 200N/m which have
∼ 2cm of deformation to resist its weight. And also, here,
we assume a force sensor to measure the exerting force
which usually have white noise. To simulate this noise, we
add a noise w ∼ N (0, 0.04) with 3σ = 0.6. Low pass filter
with time constant T = 0.5 is also applied to reduce sensor
noise, therefore, the measured force have delay due to filter.
The first simulation in Fig. 4 shows compliant interaction
using the grasped object. For this, compliant behavior of the
object is designed for object behavior design layer based
on III-A. Here, we control the grasped object position to yaxis. Then, to achieve this desired behavior, the optimization
d
provides the desired force distribution fe,i
. Using control
(20)-(21), each QM system is controlled to achieve the
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d
. Then, the grasped object pushes the
desired forces fe,i
object in a stationary manner. At 2.5 second, the grasped
object contacts with the another, black, object. Therefore,
some position error is induced by repulsive force and the
compliant behavior still can follow the desired force fod ,
though bounded force error exists. See the bottom of Fig.
4.
In the second simulation, Fig. 5, we add an unknown mass
on the stationary grasped object and perform circular trajectory tracking. At first, due to the unknown mass, grasped
object goes to downward and position error is increased.
However, the QM systems still can maintain the object
grasping, even though the unknown mass disturbs position.
Using the parameter adaptation of the unknown mass about
the object dynamics [28], position error converges to zero
and follows the desired trajectory. Note that, the second peak
at 8 sec is caused by initial condition error (velocity and
acceleration) of trajectory tracking.

IV. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose the cooperative control framework for multiple QM systems which consist of following
hierarchical structure: 1) object bahavior design; 2) optimal
cooperative force distribution; and 3) individual QM system
control. The proposed control framework can be adapted to
variable tasks which need different behavior by changing
a specific control block rather than redesign the whole
controller. And also, different types of individual QM system
controllers are also applicable to this control framework
without variation of the hierarchical structure. We extend
previous result about the QM system position controller
(6) from decoupled dynamics structure to admittance-like
force control (13). Moreover, we propose how to control the
individual QM system, using the decoupled dynamics (3)(4), depending on different dynamics characteristics of the
(under-actuated/slower/coarse) quadrotor platform and the
(fully-actuated/faster/fine) manipulator. Simulation results of
cooperative object transport and compliant interaction are
presented.
Some possible future works include: 1) verification of the
theory with real multiple QM systems; 2) modifying the
controller to cover outdoor flight with visual servoing, visualinertial sensor fusion, and force sensing/estimation; and 3)
extend control framework to teleoperation.
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